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RISK ASSESSMENT RONDA EXCURSION
This risk assessment is specifically for the Ronda excursion and should be used in addition to the general “risk assessment school trip general” specific for the excursions
and activities organised during a school trip. Please refer to the other risk assessment documents for specific assessments, such as family stays and residence stays. It is
based on the tour we typically organise, but please note that some programmes have less or more activities and should be adjusted accordingly. No rights can be
derived from this document.

Stage
/activity

Risk + risk
level Recommended procedure and existing control measures 1 Notes

Start of
excursion

✓ Group leaders to ensure students do all of the following in the 30 minutes before the start of
the excursions:

o Use the bathroom
o Apply sun cream (if applicable)
o Fill up their bottle of water
o Put on a cap if deemed necessary and if they have one
o Collect their packed lunch and put it in their backpack
o Check they have their emergency card or Spark’s emergency contact details in

their backpacks
o Remind students what NOT to bring, which can include (depending on their age):

mobile phone, money (recommend a maximum amount)
o For all excursions students should wear trainers / comfortable shoes, they should NOT

be wearing flip flops.
o If going to the beach, students should bring their bathing suits and a beach towel.

✓ The excursion to Ronda involves taking a coach to Ronda and includes a significant stretch of
windy road – group leader should ensure:

o that they are aware of any students who might get travel sick (this is particularly
relevant for the Ronda road!) and deal with this accordingly (medication, ensure
they sit properly on the coach and look at the road).

o students are aware of the code of conduct on the coach (no eating, walking, sitting
backwards).

o When getting on the coach, students should get on in travel groups and group
leaders are recommended to sit with their travel group so that there are group
leaders supervising all students at all times.

✓ Students should wait in the designated waiting area as indicated by Spark staff, which is
normally on the roof terrace of Spark, to allow for enough space and headcounts.

✓ If the starting point of the Ronda excursion is Málaga airport (e.g. day of arrival), the group

Unless otherwise informed
or agreed, Spark staff
members, including the
group’s chaperone, work
of the following premises:
* The trip leader will
ensure to inform students
about general rules of
what to do when they
get lost.
* The group leaders will
do regular head counts,
establish supervision rules,
divide groups with a
supervisor and establish
buddy rules for students
to look after each other if
so needed.

1 Group leaders = any staff members or volunteers from the visiting school (teacher, head, governour etc) who come on the trip with the students and have assumed responsibility
for the wellbeing and safety of the students. Trip leader = overall responsable of the trip from the school.
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leaders should ensure all students are accounted for.
✓ Group leaders to do a headcount / role call to ensure all students are present.
✓ Group leaders to warn students about potential dangers and the code of conduct for that

day, which include the following:
o crossing streets and driving on the right hand side
o regularly applying of sun cream, drinking of water
o using bathrooms whenever possible and making sure to ask a group leader to go to

the bathroom
o meeting points and free time rules incl minimum group size if allowed free time.
o being vigilant of belongings on the excursion

✓ Walking out of facilities and to start excursion only after indicated to do so by group leaders.
Students should do the following if deemed applicable, depending on students’ ages and
maturity levels:

o walk along in pairs
o walk in travel groups per group leader

Coach to
Ronda

Accidents
with vehicles,
overheating

and
dehydration
in case of a

bus breaking
down, losing

students
when getting

on and off
busses
- LOW

Accidents
and injuries   -

LOW

separation
from group   -

LOW

✓ Group leaders should ensure students walk in pairs or in travel groups to the pick up point
✓ Spark chaperone to lead the group via safe crossings (with traffic lights where possible) and

giving clear instructions to group leaders when children cross.
✓ Using shaded areas as much as possible.
✓ Group leaders to do a headcount / role call when arriving at the coach pick up point.
✓ Students to get on to coach in travel groups or in pairs with group leaders doing a head

count as soon as they are all on the coach.
✓ Group leaders to ensure students all put on seat belts.
✓ When getting off the coach in Ronda, group leaders should lead their students to a safe area

where they can all gather – in consultation with the Spark chaperone.
✓ Group leaders to do a head count as soon as all students are off the coach.
✓ The Spark chaperone will have the driver’s mobile number in case the coach is required to

pick the group up earlier than expected.
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Lunch Sun stroke,
dehydration -

MEDIUM

Accidents
and injuries   -

LOW

separation
from group   -

LOW

✓ Walk to the established lunch area
✓ Group leaders to indicate meeting point and time to students and what the rules are for

walking around in smaller groups.
✓ Group leaders to ensure students apply sun cream if needed and drink enough water –

depending on the time of year and number of tourist, the group might be more or less in the
sun or shade.

✓ Group leaders to do a head count / role call before leaving the area from where they get on
the coach again to return back to the accommodation or to the airport. –as before.
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